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Seymour Hoffman. Here’s a dining table set out in the desert, there’s a stork worrying a
pitched tent. Yet it would be unwise to take these subjects at face value, as it would be to
attempt a symbolic reading. Stylistically, Wylie’s work is reminiscent of Philip Guston,
but the anarchy brings William Burroughs to mind. More power, then, to the institution
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Neoliberal Lulz, London
Our personalities are a resource for corporations, from Facebook selling “friendship” to
the data companies that leach information about our spending habits. The artists in this
group show are staging a fightback. Jennifer Lyn Morone has registered herself as a
company, with shares in herself available. A video documents the artist-company’s
development of software that will allow users to sell for themselves the data they
produce. Emilie Brout and Maxime Marion’s The New Gold Diggers is an installation of
gold-coloured product samples. Clearly cheap tat, they act as an analogy for neoliberal
values; all that glitters, and all that.
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A Private Landscape (detail), 1971, by Eikoh Hosoe, part of Performing For The Camera at Tate
Modern Photograph: Eikoh Hosoe
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Bridget Riley, Sheffield
By 1968, when Bridget Riley had become the first UK artist – and woman – to win the
Venice Biennale international grand prize for painting, her dazzling abstract images
had become so widely ingrained in the swinging 60s zeitgeist that she must have felt the
need for new avenues. Venice And Beyond, Paintings 1967-72, charts the
transformation of her work from geometric monochromes to abstractions of graceful
radiance.
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paint-splattered
her audiences’ woozy. In their stead are shimmering fields of colour and more
atmospheric depths. In Late Morning 1, for instance, the painter seems to evoke the
resonance of sunlight through a fine blind of pastel-shaded verticals. As the artist said

